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Abstract

NASA is developing a new docking system to support future space exploration missions to low-Earth orbit and the Moon. This system, called the Low Impact Docking System, is a mechanism designed to connect the Orion Crew Exploration Vehicle to the International Space Station, the lunar lander (Altair), and other future Constellation Project vehicles. NASA Glenn Research Center is playing a key role in developing the main interface seal for this docking system. This seal will be relatively large with an outside diameter in the range of 54 to 58 in. (137 to 147 cm). As part of this effort, a new test apparatus has been designed, fabricated, and installed to measure leak rates of candidate full-scale seals under simulated thermal, vacuum, and engagement conditions. Using this test apparatus, a pressure decay testing and data processing methodology has been developed to quantify full-scale seal leak rates. Tests performed on untreated 54 in. diameter seals at room temperature in a fully compressed state resulted in leak rates lower than the requirement of less than 0.0025 lbm, air per day (0.0011 kg/day).

Nomenclature

\( a_0 \)  linear regression constant
\( a_1 \)  linear regression constant that corresponds to seal leak rate
AO  atomic oxygen
CBM  Common Berthing Mechanism
CEV  Crew Exploration Vehicle
CVCM  collected volatile condensable materials
\( e_{a_1} \)  standard error of \( a_1 \)
EDU  Engineering Development Unit
GRC  Glenn Research Center
ISS  International Space Station
JSC  Johnson Space Center
LEO  low-Earth orbit
LIDS  Low Impact Docking System
A. Low Impact Docking System

NASA is developing the Low Impact Docking System (Ref. 1) (LIDS) (Fig. 1) to enable in-space mating of the various vehicles, modules, and structures that will be used for future missions to the International Space Station (ISS) and the Moon in support of the Vision for Space Exploration (Ref. 2). To implement this vision, NASA’s Constellation Program is developing an architecture of new vehicles that includes the human-rated Orion Crew Exploration Vehicle (CEV) and Altair Lunar Lander as well as a collection of launch and transfer vehicles and future destination surface systems.

LIDS will have unique performance attributes compared to previous docking systems and is intended to provide fundamental benefits to NASA as the next generation of space vehicles is developed. The LIDS mating system will be an improvement over existing docking systems in that it eliminates the need for high-velocity docking, provides a standard interface that is easily reconfigurable, and supports a wide range of crewed and autonomous vehicle mating and assembly operations. The overall LIDS project is being led by NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC) with other NASA centers leading specific areas of development for this new docking system.

Figure 1.—LIDS model (left) and location on Orion Crew Exploration Vehicle (right) as it prepares to dock to the ISS.
B. Main Interface Seal

NASA Glenn Research Center (GRC) is developing the main interface seal for the top of the LIDS tunnel (Fig. 2). This seal will be relatively large with an outside diameter in the range of 54 to 58 in. (137 to 147 cm). During docking, the latches of the LIDS hard capture system compress the sealing surface on the mating vehicle against the elastomer bulbs on the seal to form a low-leakage interface that helps contain breathable air inside the mated vehicles during a mission.

The baseline design for the LIDS main interface seal is a Gask-O-Seal composite seal assembly produced by Parker Hannifin Corporation (San Diego, CA) (Fig. 3) (Ref. 3). The Gask-O-Seals that are being evaluated are formed by molding silicone elastomer seals directly into the grooves of an aluminum retainer. This design has a space flight pedigree and was used as a static seal in multiple locations on the ISS including seals for the Common Berthing Mechanism (Ref. 4) (CBM), windows, hatches, and electrical connectors.

Figure 2.—Location of main interface seal on an active LIDS.

Figure 3.—Cross section through Gask-O-Seal showing silicone seals molded into grooves on front and back surfaces of aluminum retainer.
C. Main Interface Seal Requirements

The LIDS main interface seal must be able to form an effective, low-leakage seal under challenging conditions that include exposure to space environments and off-nominal docking conditions. Seal requirements that are applicable to the current study are summarized in this section. A more thorough review of the requirements for the LIDS main interface seal can be found in the paper by Dunlap et al. (Ref. 5).

1. Leak Rate

The most important function for the LIDS main interface seal is to minimize leakage through the interface between two mated systems. Leak rates less than 0.0025 lbm of air (lbm, air) per day (0.0011 kg/day) are required at this interface to ensure that the astronauts have sufficient breathable air for extended missions to the ISS or the Moon. With the many requirements being imposed upon the main interface seal, achieving this leak rate requirement is a challenge.

2. Environments

When LIDS is in an unmated state during a mission, the main interface seal will be exposed to the space environment for potentially long periods of time. Depending on the type of mission, that environment could be low-Earth orbit (LEO), lunar orbit, the lunar surface, or transit to or from the Moon. Each of these environments presents conditions that may be detrimental to the performance of the main interface seal. During all of these missions, the seal will be exposed to ultraviolet (UV) and ionizing radiation as well as potential impacts from micrometeoroids. In LEO, the seals will also be exposed to atomic oxygen (AO) and impacts from orbital debris. Missions to the Moon pose another challenge wherein the seals will have to contend with the possible deposition of lunar dust on critical sealing surfaces.

After being exposed to all of these challenging environments, the seal will have to allow two spacecraft to mate and then exhibit very little leakage from the pressurized habitat inside of LIDS to the hard vacuum of space surrounding the vehicles. The nominal internal pressure that the seals will have to seal against is 14.7 psia (101 kPa), and the maximum internal pressure is 15.55 psia (107 kPa) based on the maximum design pressure for the CEV (Ref. 6).

While the temperatures of structures in space can vary greatly depending on their orientation and proximity to the Sun, the LIDS main interface seal operating temperature range is currently defined as –58 to 167 °F (–50 to 75 °C) (Ref. 7). This is the range of temperatures over which the seal must allow LIDS docking and undocking to occur. In addition, the main interface seal must meet the aforementioned leak rate goal over a steady-state pressurized temperature range from 39 to 113 °F (4 to 45 °C) (Ref. 7). The low end of this temperature range was set so that the LIDS meets un-crewed dew point temperature limits. The upper end of the range was based on maximum touch temperature limits (Ref. 8).

3. Mating Configuration

The baseline mating configuration for LIDS includes an “active” LIDS with a seal on its docking interface and a “passive” LIDS with a flat, smooth metal plate for its sealing surface. When active and passive LIDS systems dock with each other, this arrangement results in “seal-on-plate” mating at the sealing interface (Fig. 4).
4. Use of Low Outgassing Materials

When subjected to vacuum conditions, some materials tend to outgas and release trace amounts of contaminants. These contaminants can then deposit on other nearby surfaces. This is a problem in space because contaminants that land on critical surfaces such as windows, lenses, star trackers, solar arrays, radiators, and other surfaces with highly controlled optical properties can compromise the functionality of those systems. To mitigate this effect, NASA has implemented technical standard NASA-STD-(I)-6016 Standard Materials and Processes Requirements for Spacecraft (Ref. 9). This document states that nonmetallic materials which are exposed to space vacuum shall have a total mass loss (TML) of less than 1% and a collected volatile condensable materials (CVCM) of less than 0.1% when tested using the technique of ASTM-E595 (Ref. 10). Because the LIDS main interface seal includes elastomer seals as the main sealing elements, the elastomer selected for this application must meet the aforementioned outgassing requirements.

5. Use of Redundant Sealing Features

Structural design requirements for Constellation flight hardware require that all seal locations with diameters larger than 6.0 in. (15 cm) have a minimum of two seals at that interface (Ref. 11). Because the LIDS main interface seals will likely have an outer diameter ranging from 54 to 58 in. (137 to 147 cm), redundant sealing features must be implemented.

D. Goals for Current Study

The goals for this study are as follows:

1. Develop a test methodology for measuring the leakage of full-scale LIDS main interface seals
2. Perform leak tests on 54-in. diameter seals at room temperature to demonstrate this methodology
3. Compare leak rates measured for the 54-in. diameter seals to the maximum allowable leak rate for the LIDS main interface seal
II. Test Apparatus and Procedures

A. Seal Test Specimens

The seals that were evaluated in this study were designed for use in the 54-in. diameter LIDS Engineering Development Unit (EDU-54). As noted earlier, the baseline design is a Gask-O-Seal that is formed by vacuum molding silicone elastomer seal bulbs directly into the grooves of an aluminum retainer. 7075-T651 aluminum was selected as the material for the EDU-54 main interface seal retainer, and the elastomer seal bulbs were made of silicone compound S0383-70, a formulation produced by Parker Hannifin Corporation. When properly processed and cured, this material meets the low outgassing requirements of less than 1% TML and less than 0.1% CVCM.

As illustrated in Figure 5, the seal has dual bulbs on both the front and back sides of the retainer to meet the redundancy requirement. The cross sections of the two front seal bulbs were identical. The back seal bulbs were also identical, although their dimensions were different than those for the front seals. Also shown in Figure 5 are the key dimensions of the seal assembly. The outer diameter, 54 in., and face width, 1.125 in., were selected so that the seal would fit on the flange of the EDU-54 tunnel where it is installed. The thickness of the retainer is 0.200±0.003 in. Three alignment pin holes in the retainer are used to align the axes of the seal and the EDU-54 tunnel during seal installation, and 72 socket head fasteners (#8-32) are used to attach the seal to the top of the tunnel. Figure 6 shows a close up view of the seal installed in the test apparatus. The seal test specimens evaluated in this study were tested in an “as-received” state with no additional pre-treatment applied (i.e., no AO pre-treatment for adhesion reduction (Ref. 12)).

B. Test Apparatus

Figures 7 and 8 show the main elements of the test apparatus that was used to perform leak tests in this study. This test apparatus is capable of evaluating candidate LIDS main interface seals under simulated thermal, pressure, and engagement conditions. This section describes the main features of the test apparatus and the configuration used to perform tests in this study. Additional information about the test apparatus can be found in the paper by Dunlap et al. (Ref. 5).
Figure 7.—Main elements of the full-scale non-actuated LIDS seal test apparatus.

Figure 8.—Exploded view of main elements of the full-scale non-actuated LIDS seal test apparatus.
At the mid-line of the test apparatus is a pair of seal plate assemblies (upper and lower) that hold the seal test specimens during testing (Fig. 8). Each assembly is composed of a seal cartridge, a pair of heat exchanger plates, and an assortment of O-rings that seal off various volumes in the test apparatus (Fig. 9). To accommodate the variety of candidate seal sizes and designs that are to be evaluated over the course of the LIDS seal development project, the seal cartridge contains a wide, annular pocket with an inner diameter of 47.6 in. (121 cm) and an outer diameter of 64.5 in. (164 cm) to accept seals with outer diameters of approximately 52.0 to 60.0 in. (132 to 152 cm). The depth of the pocket is 0.20 in. (0.51 cm). Different bolt patterns can be machined into this region so that seals of different sizes can be tested. The 54 in. diameter seal test specimens evaluated in this study were installed in this pocket during testing and secured in place by 72 fasteners.

The seal-on-plate test configuration was achieved by installing an aluminum ring with a smooth, flat surface in the upper seal plate assembly (Fig. 10). This ring was made of anodized 7075-T6 aluminum, and its sealing surface was machined to a surface roughness of approximately 16 μin. The back side of the ring was sealed by a pair of silicone O-rings to minimize leakage through the interface between the ring and the seal cartridge. This sealing interface is present in the test apparatus but not in the actual LIDS seal application. This difference and its influence on the leak rates measured during testing are discussed further in Section III.D of this report.

Figure 9.—Photograph of top (a) and schematic of bottom (b) of seal plate assembly showing main components.
The lower seal plate assembly was designed to simulate the required pressure differentials across the seals during testing including LIDS operating conditions in space and pre-flight checkout conditions on the ground. For the tests performed in this study, a pressure differential comparable to what the seals would experience when Orion docks to the ISS was used. Figure 11 shows how on-orbit pressure conditions were generated for these tests. A cross-drilled port (not shown) located in the cavity inboard of the test seal provided air at approximately atmospheric pressure to this region. To prevent the entire cavity inboard of the test seal from being pressurized to atmospheric pressure, a pair of Buna-N O-rings was positioned just inboard of the port to create an annular region of higher pressure inboard of the test seal (Figs. 9(a) and 11). On the outboard side of the seal, a cross-drilled port in that cavity was connected to a vacuum pump to draw the pressure in this region down to gross vacuum conditions. To facilitate this, the cavity outboard of the test seal was sealed near the perimeter of the seal cartridge by an O-ring. The region between the elastomer bulbs of the test seal was also evacuated during testing through a port located in that area. This arrangement generated a pressure differential across the inner bulbs of the test seal of approximately one atmosphere.

The test apparatus is capable of operating over a range of temperatures from –58 to 122 °F (–50 to 50 °C), easily covering the required steady-state pressurized temperature range of 39 to 113 °F (4 to 45 °C). The desired thermal conditions for a given test are achieved by a pair of heat exchanger plates installed on the back side of each seal plate assembly (Figs. 9(b) to 11). A Two Loop Chiller/Heater, Model 2VLH30W (hereafter referred to as the “temperature control system”) produced by Mydax, Incorporated (Auburn, CA) circulates Syltherm HF heat transfer fluid through the plates during testing to heat or cool the test apparatus to the appropriate temperature and maintain that temperature for the duration of the test. Insulator plate assemblies on both the upper and lower halves of the test apparatus (Figs. 7 and 8) insulate the seal plate assemblies during testing. Although tests in this study were only performed at room temperature, the temperature control system was operated during testing to maintain a constant temperature in the test apparatus.

Instrumentation located throughout the test apparatus recorded pressures and temperatures to quantify seal performance during testing. The differential pressure across the test seal was measured during testing with a series of pressure transducers located inboard and outboard of the seal. The pressure on the high pressure side of the test section was monitored by two pressure transducers rated for pressures of 0 to 35 psia (0 to 241 kPa) with a specified accuracy of ±0.75% of full scale. The pressure on the low pressure
side of the test section was monitored by two vacuum transducers. The vacuum transducers had a range of 0.0001 to 100 torr (1.33×10⁻⁵ to 13.3 kPa) with accuracies of ±5% in the 0.001 to 100 torr range and ±10% in the 0.0001 to 0.001 torr range. The pressure between the front seal bulbs was monitored by two transducers, one rated for the high pressure range and one for vacuum conditions. A barometric pressure transducer (accuracy of ±0.00737 psi) was used to measure the atmospheric pressure in the laboratory during testing.

Seal temperatures were measured by 24 equally spaced type T thermocouples (±0.036 °C accuracy) divided equally between the two seal cartridges. Those in the lower seal cartridge were installed around the base of the test seal, while those in the upper cartridge were at the base of the flat ring. Two additional type T thermocouples were used to measure the air temperature inside the test apparatus enclosure and in the laboratory.

C. Test Procedure

Leakage tests were performed according to the following procedure. Before each build of the test apparatus, the test seal and the sealing surface on the flat ring were visually inspected and wiped clean using isopropyl alcohol. Once the isopropyl alcohol had evaporated, the test seal was installed in the lower seal cartridge and secured in its proper position using 72 fasteners (Figs. 6 and 9(a)). With the seal installed, the upper half of the test apparatus was lowered into position and secured to the lower half using 24 clamping studs (Fig. 8). All appropriate heat transfer fluid connections were then made to the test apparatus, and the temperature control system was turned on and set up to achieve the desired test temperature. Before a test was started, all test sections inboard (high pressure test section) and outboard (low pressure test section) of the test seal were evacuated with a vacuum pump except for the central region inboard of the pair of Buna-N O-rings. Once the test sections achieved the required vacuum level, they were isolated from each other by way of isolation valves. A vacuum was maintained on the low pressure test section and the section between the seal bulbs from this point onward for the duration of the test. The high pressure test section was supplied with dry air at a pressure slightly above ambient until the test apparatus reached isothermal conditions. At this point the high pressure test section was isolated from the dry air source. Once this was complete, the test was allowed to begin. Test data was collected by way of a LabVIEW (National Instruments)-based data acquisition system with a PC interface. Data was sampled at 50 Hz and recorded every 10 s with each recorded value being an average of 25 sampled data points. The data was sampled and stored directly on a hard drive for later processing.

D. Leak Rate Measurements and Data Processing Methodology

To quantify leak rates for the candidate seals tested in the full-scale non-actuated LIDS seal test apparatus, a pressure decay methodology was developed and implemented. During testing, pressures and temperatures in the test apparatus and in the laboratory were recorded over time. After the test was completed, the data was processed to calculate the leak rate for the test seal at a differential pressure across the seal of approximately 14.4 psid. This calculation was done as follows. A linear regression was performed on a subset of the data using the Least Squares Method, and the time at which the regression crossed 14.4 psig, \( \tilde{t} \), was linearly interpolated. A new subset of absolute pressure and temperature data was then selected for a range of at least 2 hr before and 2 hr after \( \tilde{t} \). The absolute pressures of two transducers were then averaged to determine \( p_{\text{absolute,average}} \) for each time step. The mass of air in the test section at each time step was then calculated using the Ideal Gas Law according to the following equation:

\[
m = \frac{p_{\text{absolute,average}} \cdot V}{RT}
\]
A linear regression was then performed on the calculated mass values for the subset of data using the Least Squares Method to yield:

\[ m = a_1 t + a_0 \]  

(2)

In Equation (2) the variable \( a_1 \) was the slope of the linear regression curve. This value corresponded to the change in mass in the system with respect to time and was equivalent to the leak rate for the inner bulbs of the test seal.

E. Uncertainty and Error Calculations

An uncertainty analysis of Equation (1) was used to calculate the uncertainty of the mass of the air in the test section, \( u_m \), at each time step according to the following equation:

\[ u_m = m \left[ \left( \frac{u_v}{V} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{u_p}{P} \right)^2 \right]^{1/2} \]  

(3)

Based on this equation, the uncertainty of the mass at each time step incorporated values for other sources of error including those for measurements from the pressure transducers and thermocouples at each time step as well as the uncertainty of the volume measurement. The uncertainty of the gas constant, \( u_R \), was not included in Equation (3) since it was assumed that \( R \) was a constant.

The standard error for the leak rate, \( e_{a_1} \), was calculated and was used to determine the 95% confidence interval for the seal leak rate, \( a_1 \), as follows:

\[ \left( a_1 - t_{v,95\%} \frac{e_{a_1}}{\sqrt{n}}, a_1 + t_{v,95\%} \frac{e_{a_1}}{\sqrt{n}} \right) \]  

(4)

Because the data sets used for these calculations were large and had at least 1000 data points, the Student’s t-distribution for a 95% confidence interval, \( t_{v,95\%} \), was 1.96. The values calculated for the standard error and 95% confidence interval for the leak rate represent numerical errors for how accurately the best fit line of the regression correlates to the data set.

III. Test Results and Discussion

A. Leak Rate Calculations: Regression Method

To develop and demonstrate the aforementioned testing and data processing methodology, leak tests were performed on full-scale EDU-54 seals at room temperature. Additional leak tests on these seals performed at elevated and reduced temperatures and under partially compressed conditions are reported by Wasowski et al. (Ref. 13).

Figure 12 shows the plot of mass versus time for the leak test performed at room temperature on the inner seal bulbs of the full-scale EDU-54 seal with serial number 001. The seal was fully compressed and tested in an as-received condition with no additional pre-treatment. This figure shows that the mass of the air in the test section decreased as the test progressed indicating that air was indeed leaking through the test seal. Each of the 1440 data points on the plot represents the mass of air in the test section at a particular time over a 4-hr (0.17-day) time period. Using Equation (3) the uncertainty of the mass value for each time step was calculated, and the maximum uncertainty for the data set was determined to be \( \pm 8.3 \times 10^{-5} \) lbm, or \( \pm 2.4\% \) of the mass value for that particular time step.
Also shown in the plot are the best fit line and the equation for the linear regression. As noted previously in the discussion regarding Equation (2), the slope of this line corresponds to the leak rate for the inner bulbs of the test seal. For this particular seal, the leak rate across the inner bulbs at a differential pressure of 14.4 psid was $1.9 \times 10^{-4}$ lbm, air/day. Additional calculations performed on this data set revealed that the standard error (i.e., numerical error) for this leak rate was $3.9 \times 10^{-7}$ lbm, air/day, or 0.2% of the leak rate. The 95% confidence interval for the leak rate was $\pm 2.0 \times 10^{-8}$ lbm, air/day.

Figure 13 shows the plot of mass versus time for the test performed on the full-scale EDU-54 seal with serial number 006 under the same test conditions. The data set for this test included 3600 data points over a 10-hr (0.42-day) time period, and the figure shows a similarly shaped response as that for serial test.
number 001 (Fig. 12). An analysis of the data set showed that the maximum uncertainty for the mass values was ±8.2 × 10^{-5} lbm, or ±2.4% of the mass value for that particular time step.

The leak rate measured for the inner bulbs of this seal was 1.6 × 10^{-4} lbm, air/day which was slightly lower than that measured for the other seal. The standard error for this leak rate was 1.1 × 10^{-7} lbm, air/day (0.07% of the leak rate), and the 95% confidence interval was ±3.7 × 10^{-9} lbm, air/day. Note that the standard error and 95% confidence interval for this test were lower than those for the previous test. This improvement in accuracy was a result of the longer test time (10 hr) utilized for this test as compared to the duration (4 hr) for the test performed on the seal with serial number 001.

B. Maximum Leak Rate Calculations

As noted earlier, an uncertainty analysis was performed to determine the uncertainty of the mass value for each data point in Figures 12 and 13. The maximum error for these data points was shown to be 2.4%. However, as of the writing of this paper, a method had not yet been developed to calculate the uncertainty of the leak rate value for each test based on the entire set of data points. The values calculated for the standard error and 95% confidence interval for the leak rate represent numerical errors for how accurately the best fit line of the regression correlates to the data set. However, a thorough treatment of the experimental error has not yet been developed. In lieu of this and in an effort to bound the experimental error and calculate the maximum leak rate for each test, the following approach was taken.

Based in part on data processing methods described by Jackson et al. (Ref. 14) and Smith et al. (Ref. 15) to calculate leak rates for pressure decay tests, the data from two time steps was utilized to calculate the maximum leak rate for both tests. These time steps corresponded to the maximum and minimum mass values within the first and last five minutes of each data set, respectively. Once these data points were identified, the maximum leak rate for each test was calculated using the maximum and minimum mass values and the time steps within the data set at which each occurred:

\[ m_{\text{max}} = \frac{m_{\text{max}} - m_{\text{min}}}{t_{\text{max}} - t_{\text{min}}} \] (5)

Using Equation (5), the maximum leak rate calculated for the test performed on the inner bulbs of the seal with serial number 001 was 2.2 × 10^{-4} lbm, air/day. This was 16% higher than what was calculated using the regression method discussed earlier. Similarly, the maximum leak rate for the inner bulbs of the seal with serial number 006 was determined to be 1.7 × 10^{-4} lbm, air/day, or 6% higher than the value calculated using the regression method. Because these leak rates were based on the maximum and minimum mass values at the beginning and end of each test, they did not take into account the thousands of other data points recorded for each data set that would tend to attenuate the errors of individual data points. Therefore, it is believed that the leak rates calculated by this alternate method were conservative and should be considered as bounding values for the maximum leak rates for both tests.

C. Comparison to Maximum Leak Rate Requirement

As noted earlier, the maximum allowable leak rate for the LIDS main interface seal at a pressure of 14.7 psia is 2.5 × 10^{-3} lbm, air/day. The average leak rate at atmospheric pressure for the two seals that were tested in this study was 1.8 × 10^{-4} lbm, air/day based on the regression method of data processing. This was more than an order of magnitude lower than the maximum allowable leak rate. Using the alternate method described in the previous section, the average maximum leak rate was 2.0 × 10^{-4} lbm, air/day. This value was also more than an order of magnitude below the maximum leak rate. Thus, regardless of the data processing method utilized, the seals tested in this study exhibited leak rates that were lower than the maximum allowable leak rate by an order of magnitude.
The leak rates measured for these 54-in. diameter seals were for the inner bulbs of the seal which have a circumferential length of 164 in. Therefore, the average leak rate for the inner bulbs on a per inch basis was $1.1 \times 10^{-6}$ lbm, air/day/in. based on the leak rate calculated using the regression method and $1.2 \times 10^{-6}$ lbm, air/day/in. for the alternate method. The next generation of candidate LIDS main interface seals currently in development has a slightly larger outer diameter of 58 in. If the full-scale EDU-54 seal was scaled up to a 58-in. diameter seal with the same seal cross section design, it is estimated that the leak rate for the inner bulbs of such a seal would be $2.1 \times 10^{-4}$ lbm, air/day based on the higher average leak rate from the alternate data processing method. This estimated leak rate would also be more than an order of magnitude lower than the maximum allowable leak rate.

D. Leakage Paths: LIDS Application Versus Full-Scale Non-Actuated LIDS Seal Test Apparatus

There are several paths through which air can leak past the main interface seal when LIDS is docked (Fig. 14). Leakage can occur at the interface between the front seal bulbs and the sealing surface on the passive LIDS. Air can also leak through the interface between the back bulbs and the top of the active LIDS tunnel. In addition to leaking between the seals and their sealing interfaces, air can leak through microcracks in the seals and permeate through the semi-porous silicone seal material.

All of these leak paths are also present when candidate seals are leak tested in the full-scale non-actuated LIDS seal test apparatus. However, the design of the test apparatus also allows for leakage past the sealing interface in other locations. As shown in Figure 10, seal-on-plate leak tests are performed in the test apparatus by installing a flat ring in the upper seal plate assembly. This feature was included in the test apparatus so that either a flat ring or seal could be installed in the upper seal cartridge to allow leak tests to be performed in either a seal-on-plate or seal-on-seal configuration, respectively. This modular design also allows different flat ring designs to be installed to test against sealing surfaces with various surface roughnesses, flatnesses, or other surface features. However, the use of a removable flat ring introduced additional leak paths around the back side of the ring that are not present in the actual LIDS application. During testing, the back side of the flat ring is typically sealed by a pair of elastomer O-rings. This configuration introduces additional leakage paths both around and through the O-rings.

Figure 14.—Leakage paths (red arrows) past main interface seal when LIDS is docked.
during a leak test. Because these leak paths are present in the test apparatus but not in the actual LIDS main interface seal application, it is believed that the leak rates that were measured for the candidate seal designs were conservative, and actual leak rates for the seals when installed on the LIDS tunnel will be lower.

Steps are being taken to minimize the leakage through these additional leak paths for future leak tests. Instead of using elastomer-based O-rings to seal the back side of the flat rings, researchers are considering using metal wire seals that would produce near-hermetic sealing at this interface. Another option is to eliminate the modular flat ring design altogether and have the test seals seal directly against the surface of the upper seal cartridge. Both of these options are being considered for future tests.

IV. Summary and Conclusions

NASA is developing the LIDS docking system to support future space exploration missions to LEO and the Moon. While NASA JSC is responsible for overall development of the LIDS, the main interface seal for the top of the LIDS tunnel is being developed by NASA GRC. The primary function of this seal is to minimize the leakage of air through the LIDS-to-LIDS interface when two vehicles mate to ensure that the astronauts have sufficient breathable air for potentially long missions. The maximum allowable leak rate at this interface is 0.0025 lbm, air/day.

GRC has developed a unique test apparatus to measure the leak rates of candidate full-scale main interface seals under representative thermal, vacuum, and engagement conditions. Using this test apparatus, test procedures and data processing methodologies have been developed to quantify full-scale seal leak rates based on the pressure decay method. During testing, the pressure and temperature of a known internal volume are monitored and used to calculate the mass of air in the test section at discrete time steps. A minimum of 4 hr of data are then plotted versus time, and a linear regression is performed on the data set to calculate the seal leak rate and associated numerical errors. As of the writing of this paper, though, a method had not yet been developed to calculate the experimental error of the leak rate value for each test when the regression method is applied to an entire set of data points. Therefore, an alternate data processing method was also examined in an effort to bound the maximum leak rate. This method utilized the maximum and minimum mass values within the first and last 5 min of each data set, respectively. In this study, leak tests were performed on the inner seal bulbs of two untreated, fully compressed, full-scale EDU-54 seals at room temperature to develop and demonstrate this methodology. Based on the results of these tests, the following conclusions were made:

1. When using the regression method to calculate inner seal leak rates, the average leak rate was $1.8 \times 10^{-4}$ lbm, air/day. This was more than an order of magnitude lower than the maximum allowable leak rate. Standard numerical errors for the measured leak rates were no greater than 0.2% of the leak rate, and the 95% confidence interval was $\pm 2.0 \times 10^{-8}$ lbm, air/day or less.
2. When the alternate data processing method was utilized, the average maximum leak rate that was calculated was $2.0 \times 10^{-4}$ lbm, air/day which was still more than an order of magnitude below the maximum leak rate. It is believed that leak rates calculated using this method were conservative and should be considered as bounding values for the maximum leak rates for this seal design.
3. Overall, leak rates measured for the inner seal bulbs of untreated, fully compressed EDU-54 seals at room temperature were more than an order of magnitude lower than the leak rate requirement regardless of which data processing method was utilized.
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